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Planning Processes

Typically in ﬁre management we talk about strategic
planning, assessments, risk etc. However, these can all be
categorized into “planning processes.” These processes
happen at all levels of the program for many purposes. In
ﬁre response, planning processes are used to guide decision
making by set ng priori es, establishing objec ves desired outcomes, and then revisi ng decisions to address
changing condi ons.
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Wildland ﬁre management in Ontario has evolved to an approach where the response objective for each ﬁre depends
on the ﬁre's speciﬁc situation and circumstances, rather than on Fire Management Zones with default response
objectives.

Level of protection plonning: to
implement the optimal level of
protection

Duty Ofﬁcers establish daily ﬁreﬁghting resource preparedness levels throughout the province: resource types,
numbers, and alerts. This is based on the anticipated ﬁre suppression requirement, which is affected in part by the
anticipated ﬁre response objective to have full, partial, or nil containment.

Scope: Provincial to Regional,
seasonal to decades

In the absence of zones, a daily indication of anticipated response objective is useful for providing the guidance that
was formerly provided by the zones. The Response Objective Indicator was designed to provide a large-scale,
coarse-resolution map that consistently indicates the daily responsive objective in a 20 km by 20 km grid. The model is
based on the principle of total cost plus net loss. The indication for full containment increases with increasing value
density, proximity to initial attack bases, days remaining in the ﬁre season, and a higher Build-Up Index. Those
conditions tend to reduce the potential opportunities for partial or nil containment because there is an increased
chance for ﬁres to grow large and become problematic.

Results: Agency's capacity
(budget-bases-aircraft etc)

Response preporedness plonning: to
implement the optimal resource
preparedness level
Scope: Provincial to Regional to Sector,
daily to several days (1 -14)
Results: numbers and locations of
resources and their alerts
(importing/exporting resources, staging etc.)

Fire response plonning: for assessments
and decision-making to implement the
optimal response to a ﬁre
Scope: decisions made on a ﬁre-by-ﬁre
basis regarding the state of the ﬁre and
the program (immediate to longer term)

There are areas in Ontario where it is obvious the
containment objec ve for a ﬁre is to “limit area
burned,” due to the poten al values threatened.
However, there are areas where the containment
objec ve is not so obvious. This may be when a ﬁre
is not likely to spread enough to damage values
(sparse values or fewer days where a ﬁre can spread).
The cost of suppression must also be considered
rela ve to other op ons (e.g. monitoring with value
protec on). In some situa ons a containment
objec ve of “allow area burned” may be
appropriate.
The actual containment objec ve is decided once an
ini al assessment is done. To prepare for the day,
however, the SRO/RDO will need an indica on
before ﬁres happen.

Results: “Appropriate Response,” the
total cost plus net loss, accounting for risk,
is minimized accounting for risk etc.

Spring/Summer

The image above depicts the space (area-dura on/administra on) for general decision
making (simpliﬁed). These planning processes are not independent of each other. There
is interac on at many levels. For example, catastrophic losses at an incident level can
impact future level of protec on planning (e.g. public priori es). Similarly being under
resourced at an agency level can lead to catastrophic losses at an incident level.
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Fall Example

There are many diﬀerent conﬁgura ons of
resources that an DO/SRO can employ. Some are
faster (e.g. truck vs. helicopter), some are heavier
(e.g. air a ack vs. belly tank). Ontario is large and
there are not enough resources to aggressively
respond to all areas all of the me.
Ahead of having any informa on from a ﬁre report,
there are factors that can be used to highlight areas
of concern for how fast or hard a response should
be. The “speed-weight indicator” combines
today’s predicted head ﬁre intensity with the
response objec ve indicator. The speed-weight
indicator is higher in areas of higher head ﬁre
intensity where it is more likely that the objec ve
will be to “limit area burned.”
Actual dispatch conﬁgura on and weight decisions
are made with informa on on the ini al report.
However, to prepare for the day the SRO/RDO
needs an indica on of where there are areas that
may require more or less a en on.
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There is no change from day-to-day for the spring and summer in the general containment objec ve because of values
and the poten al for burning in the remaining part of the season.
As the fall approaches (September), if the condi ons are we er the maps will start to change. If late in the season with
we er condi ons, and rela ve to the costs of suppression, some areas may have opportuni es for ﬁre on the landscape
that were not there in the summer.
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These models were prototype for 2015 and 2016. The actual ac ons taken on a ﬁre require
assessment of ﬁre speciﬁc informa on gathered during the detec on and scou ng. The models
described here are for aiding in daily prepardness and NOT as a ini al a ack decision aid.
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